The collision dynamics of the NOϩNe system is investigated in a molecular beam scattering experiment at a collision energy of 1055 cm Ϫ1 . Employing resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization of NO, we measured state-resolved integral and differential cross sections for the excitation to various levels of both spin-orbit manifolds. The dependence of the scattered intensity on the laser polarization is used to extract differential quadrupole moments for the collision induced angular momentum alignment. The set of cross section data is compared with results of a full quantum mechanical close coupling calculation using the set of ab initio potential energy surfaces of Alexander et al. ͓J. Chem. Phys. 114, 5588 ͑2001͔͒. In previous work, it was found that the positions and rotational substructures for the lowest bend-stretch vibrational states derived from these surfaces agree very well with the observed spectrum of the NO-Ne complex. For the same potential, we find that the calculated cross sections show a less satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. While the overall J f dependence and magnitude of the integral and differential cross sections are in good agreement, noticeable discrepancies exist for the angle dependence of the differential cross sections. In general, the calculated rotational rainbow structures are shifted towards larger scattering angles indicating that the anisotropy of the potential is overestimated in the fit to the ab initio points or in the ab initio calculation itself. For most states, we find the measured alignment moments to be in excellent agreement with the results of the calculation as well as with predictions of sudden models. Significant deviations from the sudden models are observed only for those fine-structure changing collisions which are dominated by forward scattering. Results of the full quantum calculation confirm the deviations for these states.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the interaction of open shell molecules and different rare gas atoms has been studied in great detail. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Systems involving the radicals OH or NO and their interaction with different rare gases have evolved as prototypical examples. In particular, the bound state spectroscopy of NO-Ar and OH-Ar complexes has provided much detail about the intermediate and long-range parts of the interaction. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The interaction at short range, especially for the NO-Ar system, has been probed in numerous molecular beam scattering experiments. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Also the collision dynamics with He has been studied extensively. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] There have been fewer investigations of the NO-Ne system. Several early scattering probes of the interaction potential were limited to the determination of integral and differential cross sections without state resolution. 35, 36 More recently, we reported a spectroscopic investigation of the lowest bend-stretch vibrational states of the NO-Ne complex. 37 The observed positions and rotational substructures of the measured bands were in excellent agreement with predictions based on a set of high level ab initio potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒. 38 Analysis suggested only very small deficiencies of the potential in the well region.
The incomplete recovery of the correlation energy for these weakly bound complexes causes the well of the potential to be too shallow and located at slightly too large a NO-Rg distance. This results in a rotational constant that is too small. Discrepancies in the NO-Ne splitting also suggest small deficiencies in the average potential. 39 The P-type doubling, which involves the difference potential, 39 is predicted slightly too small. Despite these small discrepancies, the potential predicts most of the observed features correctly. In fact, many of the NO-Ne rotational structures could be reliably assigned only by using the results of the ab initio calculation as a guide. This and our earlier study of NO-Ar complexes 14 suggest that high-level ab initio calculations of potential surfaces combined with full quantum dynamics calculations provide an extremely accurate description of the spectroscopy of the NO-noble gas complexes.
We might ask if similar accuracy can be obtained for NO-noble gas scattering dynamics. For the NO-Ar system, a series of imaging studies 24 -26 indicate that calculations based on high-quality ab initio PESs can provide nearly quantitative predictions ͑at least relative predictions͒ of the experimental differential cross sections. We here report a similar comparison for the scattering of NO by Ne. State-resolved integral and differential cross sections are measured in a counterpropagating molecular beam scattering experiment. A complete set of cross section data is compared with the results of a close coupling calculation using the ab initio PESs of Soldan and Wright. 38 We also report differential alignment moments of the final angular momentum distribution. In the past, we measured quadrupole moments of the angular momentum distribution for collisions of NH 3 and CO with He or H 2 . [40] [41] [42] [43] In all cases, the observed differential alignment was in excellent agreement with predictions of the sudden kinematic apse ͑KA͒ or the geometric apse ͑GA͒ models proposed by Khare et al. 44 The assumption of an instantaneous angular momentum transfer implies that the projection of the rotational angular momentum onto the direction of linear momentum transfer is conserved in the collision. Since this model does not invoke any interaction potential, observed deviations from this sudden limit can provide information about details of the underlying interaction.
There are two possible origins of a breakdown of the sudden assumption: First, inelastic cross sections dominated by forward scattering are usually sensitive to the weak, longrange part of the interaction which acts over a considerable distance. Second, cross sections involving simultaneous energy transfer into other degrees of freedom besides rotation are likely to cause deviations from the sudden limit. This latter case can occur in collisions involving NO since two types of rotationally inelastic transitions are possible: finestructure conserving and fine-structure changing. Since the latter are governed by the difference between the two NOnoble gas PESs, 45 deviations from a simple sudden model are more likely. From an experimental point of view the detection of alignment in a collision process is already a major challenge. To detect any deviations from the sudden limit requires extremely accurate intensity measurements. However, recent improvements in our experimental setup as well as the availability of ab initio PESs and the feasibility of a full quantum mechanical treatment of the dynamics make NOϩNe an ideal model system. The paper is organized as follows: In the following section, we present details of the CC calculation of the different types of cross sections. Section III provides a summary of the experiment and the procedures used for the extraction of center-of-mass ͑c.m.͒ cross sections from the experimental data. Theoretical and experimental cross sections are compared and discussed in Sec. IV. We end with a brief conclusion.
II. CLOSE COUPLED SCATTERING CALCULATIONS
The approach of a structureless atom to a molecule in a 2 ⌸ electronic state gives rise to two PESs, of AЉ and AЈ symmetry with respect to reflection in the triatomic plane. The PESs are a function of the three Jacobi coordinates used to describe the triatomic system: r ͑the NO bond distance͒, R ͑the distance between the Ne atom and the center of mass of the NO molecule͒, and ͑the angle between r ជ and R ជ ). In the calculations presented here, as in our investigation of the NO-Ne complex, we use the ab initio PESs of Wright and Lee, and subsequently fitted by Soldan. 38 These were determined by restricted coupled-cluster ͓RCCSD͑T͔͒ calculations with a large basis set and with the NO bond distance held fixed at 1.1526 Å ͓the equilibrium internuclear separation predicted by a comparable RCCSD͑T͒ calculation on the isolated NO molecule͔.
In the treatment of the scattering, 12, 39, 45, 46 it is convenient to work with the average and half difference of the PESs for the states of AЉ and AЈ reflection symmetry, defined as
Full close-coupled scattering calculations involving both potential surfaces were carried out at total energies of 1160, 1040, and 940 cm Ϫ1 . These energies span the range of collision energies sampled in the scattering experiments, as described in the following section. To obtain convergence in the scattering calculations, all rotational levels with J f Ј р24.5 ͑26.5 for the calculations at 1160 cm Ϫ1 ) were included in the expansion of the scattering wave function, and all values of the total angular momentum р130.5 were included. The calculations were carried out with the HIBRIDON program suite.
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III. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
Details of the molecular beam apparatus have been described previously. 48, 49 Briefly, two pulsed molecular beam sources are mounted in a 500 mm diameter source chamber pumped by an 11 000 l/s diffusion pump. This chamber also contains the differentially pumped scattering chamber evacuated by a 3000 l/s diffusion pump. Both diffusion pumps are backed by a single roots-rotary pump combination. The molecular beam pulses enter the scattering chamber through skimmers on opposite walls of the scattering chamber. Tunable UV light for ion detection through resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ is generated with a Nd:YAG ͑YAG-yttrium aluminum garnet͒ pumped dye laser system operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The output of the dye laser is frequency doubled in a potassium dihydrogen phosphate ͑KDP͒ crystal. About 1 mJ/pulse of UV radiation is focused onto the molecular beam with a 500 mm lens. The linear laser polarization is controlled with a laser Q switch ͑Cleveland Crystals͒ to be either parallel or perpendicular to the molecular beam axis. Ions generated by the focussed laser beam are accelerated in a two-field electrode arrangement. A dispersion field is used to separate the ions according to their velocity component in the direction of the molecular beam. In a second field, the ions are accelerated towards a combination of two electrostatic mirrors which deflect them towards a microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ detector ͑Del Mar Ventures, San Diego, CA͒. In comparison with the original design, this electrode setup provides an improved velocity resolution while maintaining a high detection sensitivity. 50, 51 The NO beam is generated by expanding a 5% NO/Ar mixture from a home-built piezoelectric valve at a backing pressure of 1.4 bar. 52 The expansion of NO in Ar results in a rotational temperature of about 2 K consistent with the almost exclusive population of the J i ϭ0.5 level. Both doublets are assumed to be equally populated. This assumption is consistent with the resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ spectrum for the NO molecular beam which yields equal population of the two doublets with an uncertainty of about 20%. Note that the -doublet components of probed states can be distinguished in the (2ϩ1) REMPI detection step. The next higher energy level corresponding to Jϭ1.5 is reduced in intensity by a factor of at least 20. The target beam is generated by expanding Ne from a commercial molecular beam valve ͑JORDAN CO͒ at a backing pressure of 1.6 bar. The two pulses have a duration ͓full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͔͒ of about 60 s. 53 Details of the spectroscopy and its application towards the detection of aligned product ensembles have been presented recently. 54 Although the spectrum is dominated by a zeroth rank tensor component of the two-photon absorption operator, the presence of small second rank tensor components is responsible for a pronounced polarization dependence of the signal if an aligned molecular ensemble is probed.
A. NO depletion
In a counterpropagating molecular beam scattering experiment, the scattering volume depends critically on the relative delay of the two molecular beam pulses. The delay directly determines the overlap and thus the effective scattering length. In order to assess the probability for multiple collisions, we carefully monitor the depletion of the NO initial state. In Fig. 1 , we display time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ spectra measured with the indicated laser polarization. From the difference of spectra taken with and without target beam, we deduce a depletion of Dϭ0.08 for both -doublet components independent of the laser polarization. Assuming a minimum mean free path of 25 cm corresponding to a particle density of 10 13 /cm 3 and a total cross section of 40 Å 2 in combination with a pulse overlap of 2 cm, we find the following estimates for multiple collisions calculated for a Poisson distribution: 8% single collisions and 0.3% secondary collisions. The observed depletion reflects the sum of the integral cross sections over all final states for the probed -doublet component of the initial level with J i ϭ0.5. For the analysis of the integral cross section data and the TOF spectra, we must take into account the depletion of the rest population in different final states. Although the total cross section for the depletion of different final states can in principle vary as a function of J f , we assume D f ϭ0.08 independent of J f .
B. Integral cross sections
Integral cross sections ͑ICS͒ are measured using a base line subtraction mode which allows us to discriminate the signal due to scattering into a final state from a possible rest population of the state of interest. The background subtraction is accomplished by pulsing the target molecular beam source at half the repetition rate of the laser and measuring the detector signal simultaneously with two identical boxcar averaging systems. One boxcar averager operates in a base line subtraction mode acquiring the difference signal T f associated with two consecutive pulses while the other boxcar operates in the standard averaging mode yielding a signal S f . Care is taken that the gates of both boxcars yield identical signals when operated in the standard averaging mode. Spectra are measured as a function of the laser frequency with the laser polarization parallel to the molecular beam axis. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in these measurements, we use a single electric field of 100 V/cm for the acceleration of the ions towards the detector. Even with the resulting signal enhancement, it was not feasible to measure the polarization dependence of the integral scattering signal because of the extensive averaging required. Using a 30 shot average, we estimate the experimental uncertainty to be less than 30% for the smallest cross sections. Values of T f and S f for individual final states are determined in a fit to the spectra taking into account the line strength of individual transitions. Because most final states can be probed on lines of different Q branches, the individual results are averaged. In the excited state, the spin-uncoupling operator is responsible for a strong J-dependent perturbation affecting levels of type 1d and 2c. 54 These perturbations are responsible for anomalous line strengths and level spacings. In particular, levels with values of J near 5.5 are affected. The Q-branch lines that involve these perturbed levels are labeled with (J •0.5) in Figs. 2 and 3. As a consequence, intensities of these lines are not as well reproduced in the fit as lines belonging to the unperturbed branches. Typical spectra of type T f are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 for different types of fine-structure transitions.
The rest population n f (rst) and the population transfer ⌬n f are extracted from the signals T f and S f taking into account the depletion of the rest population due to scattering from the target beam:
As a result of the supersonic expansion, NO is cooled rotationally extremely efficiently, and the population transfer ⌬n f is approximately proportional to a laboratory ICS I lab for scattering from the initial level into the final state f . Obviously, this cross section represents the average over the different initial states including the two -doublet components. In the following, we neglect the small contamination due to the 5% population of the Jϭ1.5 level.
In the counterpropagating molecular beam setup, the detection efficiency is not necessarily uniform. In most cases, particles scattered either into the forward or into the backward directions are detected more efficiently. Therefore, the experimentally determined scattered intensity represents a laboratory ICS I lab which must be distinguished from the true ICS denoted I cm . A proper comparison of I lab with theoretical data involves the convolution of the theoretical differential cross section ͑DCS͒ with an apparatus function that describes the correlation between scattering angle and the projection of the final velocity onto the molecular beam axis. Most importantly, this function describes the velocity-and, therefore, angle-dependent detection efficiency. 48, 51 In Fig ⌬E. The ratio varies by almost 20% for the NOϩNe system. The variations reflect the angle dependence of the detection efficiency and the DCS. For example, fine-structure conserving transitions favor large angle scattering with increasing energy transfer. Since sideways scattering is detected with lower sensitivity, the corresponding cross section I lab is reduced causing the minimum of the ratio for energy transfers near 200 cm Ϫ1 . DCSs corresponding to larger energy transfers are dominated by backward scattering resulting in the relative increase of the laboratory ICS. Obviously, the same argument applies to the cross sections for fine-structure changing collisions. The laboratory ICSs for the population of different doublets in both spin-orbit manifolds are displayed in Fig. 5 . For a meaningful comparison between the theoretical and experimental data we determine an overall scaling factor that minimizes the differences between the two sets. The scaled experimental ICSs are used to normalize the experimental TOF spectra. This not only allows us to compare directly theoretical and experimental TOF spectra but also the corresponding DCSs.
C. Differential cross sections and alignment
TOF spectra for different final states of NO are measured in the velocity dispersion mode: dispersion field 5 V/cm and acceleration field 70 V/cm. Many of the final states probed show a small but significant rest population due to the incomplete rotational cooling of NO in the expansion. We distinguish the rest population from the scattering signal by determining the difference of two TOF spectra: One measured with the target beam overlapping and the other with the target beam missing the NO beam pulse. In order to generate a TOF spectrum representing the scattering into a particular final state, we subtract the spectrum due to the rest population taking into account the depletion of the latter. The dependence on the laser polarization is determined by measuring pairs of spectra F h (t) and F v (t) with the laser polarization parallel and perpendicular to the molecular beam axis. For each setting of the laser polarization and the target beam delay, 500 TOF spectra are averaged with a digital oscilloscope whose output is subsequently transferred to a PC for storage and further analysis. In this way, we simultaneously build up polarization dependent TOF spectra avoiding long term drifts in the laser power or the molecular beam densities. From the TOF spectra associated with the two different settings of the laser polarization, we generate a degeneracy averaged spectrum F deg ϭ 1 3 (F h ϩ2F v ) and a difference spectrum F di f f ϭF h ϪF v . Examples of these types of TOF spectra for fine-structure conserving and changing collisions are shown in Figs. 6 ͑degeneracy averaged͒ and 7 ͑difference͒.
DCSs are extracted from the TOF spectra with the help of an apparatus function G (v f z ,cos ) which is determined from the scattering kinematics, the characteristics of the molecular beam pulses, and the relative delays of all pulses. volume through the spatial and temporal profiles of the molecular beam pulses and assures that G (v f z ,cos ) describes correctly the delay dependence of the scattered intensity. The apparatus function is defined in such a way that the velocity distribution F (v f z ) associated with a TOF spectrum F(t) is related to the DCS (cos ) through a simple convolution:
Because we normalize the area of experimental TOF spectra to the measured laboratory ICSs which in turn are scaled to the set of theoretical ICSs, the extracted DCSs have the correct relative magnitude allowing us to compare them among each other but also with theoretical DCSs. Here we assume that the different apparatus functions are normalized in a consistent manner; for example, by using the same grid for the calculation: 100 points in v f z and 30 points in cos .
Because the radius of the Newton sphere decreases with increasing energy transfer, the effective angular resolution is lowered accordingly. For some final states, the reduced resolution causes an unphysical oscillatory behavior of the DCS when applying a simple linear least squares fitting procedure. These difficulties are avoided by applying the method of single value decomposition ͑SVD͒ for the determination of the DCS. 51 From the analysis of the polarization dependent TOF spectra, we find the degeneracy averaged cross section deg (cos ) and a difference cross section di f f (cos ). The latter can be used to derive the differential quadrupole moment T 0 (2) (cos ) of the angular momentum distribution
The coefficients B 0 and B 2 must be calculated from the angular momenta, the electronic wave functions and the matrix elements involved in the two-photon transition. For the H-X transition, details are discussed in Ref. 54 . The alignment moments T k (Q) are defined by Blum. 55 They are directly proportional to the moments A k (Q) defined by Greene and Zare. 56 Since the quadrupole moment involves the ratio of two quantities with rather large experimental uncertainty, we expect a corresponding error in the derived alignment moment. Nevertheless, the resulting data can be compared directly with the results of the CC calculation. As will be shown in the following section, many of the observed alignment characteristics can be understood in terms of a sudden collision. The validity of these models is best checked against experimental data by comparing difference TOF spectra based on the velocity distribution,
Here di f f (cos ) is calculated according to Eq. ͑3͒. In the case of the sudden models, we use the experimentally determined degeneracy averaged DCS in the calculation of di f f (cos ). Therefore, any deviation in the difference spectrum can be attributed to the failure of the models. Furthermore, we can check how the next higher-order state multipole moment, i.e., T 0 (4) , affects an alignment measurement based exclusively on the use of horizontal and vertical laser polarization. Using the predictions of the sudden models, we find that the difference spectra are completely dominated by the quadrupole moment. For some final states contributions due to T 0 (4) can be recognized although they usually are within the experimental noise. 51 In this context it is important to emphasize that the moment T 0 (4) predicted by the sudden models is in very good agreement with the results of the CC calculation.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured integral cross sections for fine-structure conserving and changing collisions are compared with the theoretical values determined for E col ϭ1040 cm Ϫ1 in Fig. 5 . The four sets of experimental cross sections were scaled with a single factor in order to best match the theoretical values. Although the estimated experimental error is in the order of Ϯ15%, we find qualitative agreement for all cross sections. The relative magnitudes of the spin-orbit conserving cross sections, and their variation with the final rotational quantum number is predicted well. However, the predicted integral cross sections for the spin-orbit changing cross sections are too small. This suggests that the difference potential is too small in the region probed in the scattering experiment. Interestingly, the comparison of the bound states suggested a similar discrepancy for the well region. In this case, we found the P-type doubling and, in particular, its J dependence to be noticeably underestimated by the ab initio potential. 38 We also observe a marked propensity for excitation of doublets corresponding to rotational levels with AЉ electronic symmetry 57 ͓the f levels (⑀ϭϪ1) in the ϭ1/2 spinorbit manifold and the e levels (⑀ϭϩ1) in the ϭ3/2 spinorbit manifold͔. This is seen in both the experimental and theoretical cross sections. This propensity is more pronounced in the experimental data. This propensity has its origin in the spin-uncoupling contribution to the diatom Hamiltonian causing the mixing of different Hund's case ͑a͒ basis states as the value of J f increases. 46 The excitation into f -labeled levels is predicted almost quantitatively for both spin-orbit components. However, the calculated cross sections for transitions into the e-labeled levels are too large in the case of fine-structure conserving collisions and too small for fine-structure changing collisions. If the NO molecule were pure Hund's case ͑a͒, then the spin-orbit changing transitions would be governed solely by the difference potential. 45 Further, the cross sections would be independent of the symmetry index of the final state. The large difference between the cross sections into the e and f levels reflects quantum interference between the sum and difference potentials. 58 The discrepancies seen in Fig. 5 between the predicted and measured AЉ to AЈ ratios suggest that small errors in the difference PESs may be amplified by this interference effect.
Degeneracy averaged TOF spectra calculated from the theoretical DCSs are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 6 together with the experimental data. The underlying DCSs are com-pared in Fig. 8 . Again we find good agreement for the overall shape of the DCSs. Both sets of cross sections show an increased probability for large angle scattering with increasing J f . Comparing the J f dependence of cross sections corresponding to ⌬ϭ0 and ⌬ϭϩ1, we notice a similar angular dependence although the fine structure changing collisions involve a considerably larger energy transfer for a given value of J f . This trend is also predicted by the theoretical calculation.
A closer inspection of the TOF spectra as well as the DCSs reveals several pronounced maxima. These correspond to rotational rainbows. 59 Both experiment and theory reveal that these maxima are shifted towards larger scattering angles with increasing ⌬J. For fine-structure conserving collisions, the calculation predicts several maxima. With increasing J f , one maximum is shifted from forward scattering to cos ϭ0.5 while a second maximum is shifted towards backward scattering. For J f ϭ6.5, a shoulder in the forward peak marks the position of the second maximum while, for J f ϭ7.5 ͑see Fig. 9͒ , this maximum is separated from the forward peak and a third maximum is observed at cos ϭϪ0.5. In general, we observe the third maximum for low values of J f near cos ϭϪ0.3. Similar structures are also observed in the experimental spectra. At the smallest values of J f , we observe a maximum for forward scattering with a secondary maximum discernible as a shoulder at slightly larger scattering angles. A third structure is observed for cos ϭ0. With increasing J f the structures are also shifted towards larger angles. In contrast to the results of the theoretical calculation, the shifts are considerably smaller. As a result, experimental TOF spectra or the associated cross sections for a particular value of J f agree well in shape with theoretical data corresponding to a lower value of J f . For example, the general angular dependence of the experimental data for J f ϭ7.5,12.5, and 14.5 agree better with the predicted cross sections for J f ϭ6.5,10.5, and 12.5, respectively. We note that similar rainbow structures, and similar shifts to larger angles with increasing J f were seen in the recent molecular beam/imaging experiments on collisions of NO with Ar. 24 -26 A similar situation is found for fine-structure changing collisions. For example, we find good agreement in the angular position of the structures in the experimental spectrum for J f ϭ9.5 with the structures predicted for J f ϭ7.5. We also notice a broad maximum in the experimental data for J f Ͼ4.5 and scattering angles with cos ϽϪ0.5 which is absent in the theoretical prediction. Nevertheless, this maximum shows the characteristic shift towards larger scattering angles with increasing J f confirming that it is not an artifact, for example, due to spectroscopic congestion.
To investigate further the observed discrepancies in the position of the maxima, we looked at the effect of varying the center-of-mass collision energy. Although we could not vary this over a wide range, we were able to measure TOF spectra for J f ϭ7.5 using different delays within the FWHM center of the target molecular beam pulse. For these delays, collisions result from different regions in the center of the target beam pulse. As shown in Ref. 50 , the local velocity distribution in the central part of the pulse as measured through ion TOF analysis does not change significantly in width while the local most probable velocity changes noticeably. Furthermore, Monte Carlo simulations of the scattering kinematics reveal that the scattered flux contributing to a TOF spectrum is generated in a small volume near the laser focus extending Ϯ5 mm along the molecular beam axis. For comparison, the spatial width of the target beam pulse ͑FWHM͒ is 50 mm. As a result the applied target beam delay variations result in small changes in the average collision energy of about Ϯ60 cm Ϫ1 without changing its spread. The measured spectra are analyzed with an apparatus function appropriate for the relative delay and for the velocity distribution of the target beam. The resulting DCSs are displayed in the left panel of Fig. 9 . Although the cross sections are almost identical, we notice small but significant shifts in the position of the observed structures; most noticeably for the shoulder at cos ϭ0.4 and the maximum near cos ϭϪ0.1. In the right panel of Fig. 9 , we display the results of the CC calculation for three collision energies. Again the structures in the DCS exhibit a very similar dependence on the collision energy. In both sets of data, the structures shift towards smaller scattering angles with increasing collision energy. The larger shifts in the theoretical cross sections are attrib- uted to the larger variation in the collision energy in the calculations (ϩ120 and Ϫ100 cm Ϫ1 ). Overall, theory predicts an energy dependence very similar to that seen experimentally. However, the degree of variation is not enough to explain the differences seen in the position of the maxima, when the theoretical and experimental DCSs are compared.
The position of the rotational rainbow maxima can be related to the anisotropy of the interaction potential. Within the framework of a classical hard ellipsoid model, the rotational rainbow positions are related to the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. 60 If we identify the efficiency for angular momentum transfer as being reflected by the anisotropy of the average potential, if we assume that the spin-orbit conserving transitions can be approximated by hard ellipsoid scattering on a single PES, then we might infer that the effective anisotropy of the average potential is overestimated by the ab initio calculations.
According to Eq. ͑3͒, difference cross sections or difference TOF spectra involve the quadrupole moment of the dependence of the inelastic cross sections on the projection quantum number of the final rotational state, as well as the degeneracy averaged cross section. Since both quantities are available from the CC calculation, we compare in Fig. 7 the theoretical difference TOF spectra with the experimental ones. Except for transitions into low J values belonging to the upper spin-orbit manifold, we find very similar polarization effects. The polarization effect changes from negative values for forward scattering to positive values for backward scattering. On the other hand, a reversed sign is observed at small scattering angles for fine structure changing collisions with the lowest values of J f . Obviously, we cannot expect quantitative agreement because of the discrepancies already noted in the degeneracy averaged cross section. In order to assess differences due to the quadrupole moment itself, we derive experimental values for the quadrupole moments according to Eq. ͑3͒. In Figs. 10 and 11 , we compare directly different quadrupole moments. For fine-structure conserving collisions, we find excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical data. Similar agreement is found also for high J f values belonging to the excited spin-orbit manifold. In the case of the fine-structure changing collisions that are dominated by forward scattering, we find significant deviations especially for forward scattering.
The general behavior of the differential alignment can be understood in terms of an ''apse'' sudden model. 44 The kinematic apse model ͑KA͒ is based on the assumption that the angular momentum transfer happens instantaneously at a particular distance, for example, the classical turning point. From the conservation of the total angular momentum, it then follows that the rotational angular momentum transfer ⌬J ជ must be perpendicular to the linear momentum transfer ⌬p ជ : ⌬J ជ ϭϪr ជ 0 ϫ⌬p ជ . If we use the direction of the linear momentum transfer as the quantization axis, the model implies that the projection quantum number M is well defined in this frame ͑label KA͒. Assuming only states with J i ϭ0.5 are present initially, we find the following state multipole moments for a final state with angular momentum quantum number J f :
After transforming the multipole moments into a scattering frame ͑label cm͒ whose z axis coincides with the molecularbeam axis-which is also the direction of the initial relative velocity vector-and after averaging over the azimuthal angle associated with the direction of the linear momentum transfer, we arrive at the multipole moments referred to the scattering frame ͑see the Appendix of Ref. 42 for details͒: 
.
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Here the quantity R is determined by the relative energy transfer: Rϭͱ1Ϫ (⌬E/E). In the case of backward scattering, i.e., cos ϭϪ1, both types of moments are identical for all values of ⌬E. In particular, we expect the quadrupole moment to be negative and at its maximum absolute value. A similar situation arises for inelastic events observed in the forward direction. For this case, the KA model again yields the most negative quadrupole moment. This prediction contrasts the results for elastic scattering (Rϭ1) in the forward direction. Now, the averaging over the azimuthal angle results in a significantly reduced but positive quadrupole moment.
The predictions of the KA model for small angle scattering contrast with those of the geometric apse ͑GA͒ model, 44 which is based on the assumption of a negligible energy transfer. Both models predict strong negative alignment for backward scattering, but they clearly deviate for small angle scattering. Predictions of the quadrupole moment for both models are also displayed in Figs. 10 and 11.
For transitions with the largest ⌬E, the GA model is clearly not appropriate. On the other hand, the KA model is in nearly perfect agreement with experiment and the CC calculations. Only in the case of those fine-structure changing collisions which are dominated by forward scattering, do we find significant deviations between the predictions of the sudden models and the CC calculations. Particularly at small scattering angles, the CC results exhibit several strong oscillations indicative of interference effects. The experimental data show clear deviations from the predictions of the two sudden models. Although the experimental data in this region show an oscillation, the sign and magnitude does not agree with the results of the CC calculation. The situation should be contrasted here with NO-Ar, where the experiments of Chandler, Cline, and their co-workers 24 find excellent agreement between the measured orientation ͑dipole moments͒ of the projection quantum number and CC calculations based on high-quality ab initio PESs.
Although our experimental data represent an average over the two doublets associated with the initial level J i ϭ0.5, it is instructive to compare the calculated parity resolved differential alignment moments with predictions of the sudden model. Examples of the moments A 0 (2) and A 0 (4) are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for -conserving and -changing collisions, respectively. In the case of fine structure conserving transitions, we find excellent agreement with the predictions of the KA model. Noticeable deviations occur for small angle scattering. As shown clearly by the work of Aoiz and co-workers on NO-Ar, large-impact parameter collisions, which sample the long-range part of the potential, contribute significantly to transitions with low ⌬J. 61 For these transitions the sudden approximation will be least appropriate. Further deviations are noticed for scattering angles near 90°, but only for the transition into one parity level.
The situation is different for the moments characterizing fine-structure changing transitions. In this case both types of parity transitions show strong oscillations over a wide range of scattering angles. Although the individual moments show large deviations from the sudden model, in contrast to -conserving transitions, parity averaging damps these oscillations ͑and consequently deviations from the sudden model͒ except for the smallest ⌬J-transitions.
As a result, we find that for the differential alignment moments A 0 (2) and A 0 (4) major deviations from the KA model occur mainly for transitions which are governed by the weak long-range interaction, and are therefore not well described as a sudden impact, or for transitions which are sensitive to both PESs, for which the assumption of a single instantaneous angular momentum transfer is invalid.
V. CONCLUSION
The collision dynamics of the NOϩNe system was characterized by measuring and calculating state resolved integral ͑ICS͒ and differential ͑DCS͒ cross sections as well as associated alignment moments for a collision energy of 1055 cm Ϫ1 . The relative magnitude of cross sections for fine-structure conserving and changing collisions is predicted correctly by the calculation based on the ab initio potentials of Wright and co-workers. 38 The calculations underestimate the magnitude of the fine-structure changing cross sections, which suggests that the calculated difference potential is too small in the region probed in the scattering experiment. This finding is consistent with the earlier analysis of the spectroscopic investigation of the NO-Ne complex, 38 where the calculations underestimated the P-type doubling.
The experimental and theoretical ICSs show a marked preference for the population of the doublet with AЉ symmetry. The fact that this propensity is slightly underestimated in the calculation again is an indication that the difference potential may be too small. The comparison of the angular dependence of the DCS indicates that the effective anisotropy of the potential is too large, most likely for the average potential. The measured collision induced alignment is in excellent agreement with the theoretical calculation and predictions of the sudden model. This simple model breaks down in the case of collisions, which are dominated by the long-range part of the interaction, and for those transitions which sample both potential surfaces. In the latter case, the differential alignment provides an additional probe of nonadiabatic effects in the dynamics.
Overall, the agreement between experiment and theory for the scattering of NO by Ne is less satisfactory than seen in similar comparisons for scattering by Ar. 24 -26 However, the exact opposite is true for the investigations of the bound states of the NO-Ar ͑Ref. 14͒ and NO-Ne complexes. 38 Here, the CC calculations based on the same ab initio PESs were significantly more accurate for the NO-Ne system. Both sets of PESs were determined by similar quality CCSD͑T͒ calculations, and the quantum scattering and bound-state calculations were carried out by an identical close-coupled expansion and formalism. One possible explanation is that the NO-Ne PESs are more accurate than those for NO-Ar in the well region, which is sampled by the bound-state levels. This would seem reasonable, because one can certainly do a better job recovering the correlation energy for a system with fewer electrons.
However, the grid of geometries used to determine the NO-Ne PESs was selected primarily to sample the well region of the potential and was limited to RϾ2.3 Å ϭ4.35 bohrs, which is 1.7 bohrs inside the minimum in the AЈ PES. For NO-Ar, by contrast, the grid of geometries extended out from Rϭ4.5 bohrs, which is 2.2 bohrs inside the minimum in the AЈ PES. 13 In addition, two different techniques were used to fit and extrapolate the PESs. It may well be that the technique used for the NO-Ne system provided a good fit in the region of the well but a less accurate fit ͑and/or extrapolation͒ at shorter range, which is probed in the scattering experiments. At collision energies of Ϸ1000 cm Ϫ1 , comparable to the experiments described here, the innermost classical turning point is Ϸ4.9 bohrs.
A further possible deficiency in the NO-Ne ͑and, similarly, in the NO-Ar͒ PESs is that they were determined only for a fixed ͑equilibrium͒ value of the NO bond distance. In principle, the full dependence on r should be determined, and then averaged over the ground vibrational wave function of the NO molecule.
It is clear from the present comparison that high-quality scattering experiments, and, in particular, the determination of differential inelastic cross sections and alignments can provide probes of the PESs of weakly interacting systems which are complementary to those provided by spectroscopic experiments on the corresponding weakly bound complexes.
